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landmark 
Crafted with love for those who value 

luxury, THE X NOIDA is a project that 

scales the sky with its truly unique 

design. This masterpiece with its 

modern, simple and balanced design is 

the quintessential headturner, set to 

transform the skyline with its neo-luxury 

oomph and unreplicable architecture.
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the
weavers
behind this
iconic
landmark
Every creation is as good as the visionary 

who envisaged it, and more importantly, 

the craftsmen who translated that vision 

into a magnificent reality.



Samir Mathur

Koide Keiko

BASE
Structural Engineer

A highly qualified structural engineering and 

forensic consulting firm, Baldridge & 

Associates Structural Engineering, Inc. 

(BASE), provides professional services 

through technical excellence and innovation 

from concept planning through completion. 

BASE's emphasis on collaboration and 

innovation to create cost-effective 

structural solutions makes it the best 

equipped project with uncompromising 

quality in every aspect of its making. 

Under her expertise, every unit 

within the project is built on four 

uncompromising pillars: 

Exclusivity, Unique Spatial Tailored 

design and Unprecedented levels 

of personalization. 

HPG Blends its operational expertise 

in the hospitality and food industry, 

with up-to-date knowledge in the 

field, to bring an unquestionable 

operational efficiency in the design 

and services at the project. 

Offers extensive experience in all 

aspects of construction. Thereby 

helping reduce technical risk, prevent 

construction error, control budgets and 

effectively keep construction project 

within scheduled timelines. 

Their core of devising integrated 

multi-disciplinary engineering 

practices to facilitate creation of 

sustainable benchmarked 

infrastructure and buildings through 

alternate design approach can be 

seen in the project's iconic structure. 

An outstanding visionary of the future 

of modern architecture in India, 

Sohrab's architectural practice gave 

the project its unique combination of 

cutting edge design with an interwoven 

element of the environment. 

An International member of the 

American Society of Landscape 

Architecture (ASLA), Samir took local 

traditions and environmental factors to 

create a maximized design. 

A contemporary architect, Koide's 

concept of personalized living 

spaces carries an atmosphere of 

fashion retail into lifestyle spaces 

and vice versa.

From the tactile scale of furniture design 

to the larger urban quarter, Bangkok 

based FOS has implemented its design 

philosophy right through research, 

conceptualization, design development 

and construction to completion.
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shop,
dine, relax,
party.
home is
just a floor
away

studios
super studios

duplex
studios

retail hotel



skybar
Party among the stars.

hotel
Check-in to the X Factor 

studios
Customized Millennial Lifestyle

Indulge and relax with the proven therapy 

parking
At your doorstep

clubf oor l
Drink, Dine, Gym, Relax

Dedicated parking for retail

basement
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access
an amazing
world
The Project Located right on the Noida 

Expressway, THE X NOIDA is undoubtedly 

a Prime location. It is well connected to 

all major locations of Delhi-NCR and is 

just a kilometer away from the FNG 

corridor. A short drive away from both 

Gurgaon & Faridabad, with easy access 

to Agra and Eastern UP via the Yamuna 

Expressway.
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The X Noida

The X Noida

The X Noida

The X Noida

The X Noida

The X Noida

The X Noida.
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where
the world
centers around
you

Nestled amongst the best schools and 

institutes, expansive golf courses, 

sprawling malls and world class hospitals 

- the catchment around the development 

is an enviable one. In close proximity to 

the leading names of the corporate world 

- Adobe, Accenture, Samsung, Oracle, to 

name a few. With an upcoming captive 

consumer base of over 5 lac inhabitants 

in the immediate vicinity. It is poised to 

be  a retail destination to reckon with.



INDIVIDUALSINDIVIDUALS

Vehicles expected to ply 
the 6 and 8 lane e-way by

2021, THE X NOIDA is right at the 
centre of all the action.

Shiv Nadar
School

KPMG

Mother’s
Pride School

35,000 homes in the vicinity

The X Noida
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where
demand exceeds 
supply

With only 3.79% of Noida's Master Plan 

designated for commercial use up till 

2031, commercial space will remain a 

prime commodity in the Noida region. 

Thereby making it the most coveted 

address in the neighbourhood.



ONLY 3.79% OF NOIDA’S
MASTER PLAN IS RESERVED
FOR COMMERCIAL SPACE

master plan-2031
Noida

Industrial

Public &
Semi-public

Facilities

Recreational

Transportation

Agriculture/
Water Body

Residential 
18.37%

37.01%

3.79%

9.01%

14.99%

12.71%

4.12%

Commercial
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the retail
opportunity

Invest in the luxurious shopper friendly 

atmosphere of THE X NOIDA. Designed 

keeping the best principles of retail 

architecture in mind, and amalgamating 

the most desirable elements to create a 

space that has been developed with 

special emphasis on amplified customer 

experience, comfort and grandeur.



Investment by brands from the US and Singapore to
open roughly 3,000 stores Pan India.

N OX IDE AHT
N OX IDE AHT
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hangout
finds a
whole new
meaning

Give your lifestyle a makeover with the 

power of X! Discover Studios that are 

just a floor away from the most 

happening night life. Be spoilt for choice 

between the Sky Bar, a walk under the 

stars at the Sky Terrace, a romantic 

dinner or just enter our Entertainment 

Zone equipped with everything an adult 

or child could dream of.



Food and Beverage

Kids ZoneEntertainment

Hotel

Sky Bar
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take
a dip into
an amazing
lifestyle

Is it a mall/residence, is it a hotel or is it 

just a really cool genie in a bottle? 

Dream of anything and find it in here. A 

world that offers you a travel desk, a 

concierge service for anything you might 

need at any hour of the day, a state-of-

the-art gym, a temperature controlled 

infinity pool, and a one-stop-shop retail 

experience with the best international 

brands. All under one roof. 



AMENITIES

Wi-Fi
Home is where the Wi-Fi is

 Concierge Service 
Anytime anything 
at your doorstep

Restaurant
Indulge your taste buds

Travel Desk
Your destination
 Our dedication

Valet Parking
Park your parking woes aside

Swimming Pool
Life is cool by the pool

Retail
Shop your blues away

Gym
Fit is the new hit
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peace
of mind.
just one of the
returns you can be
assured of.
Sit back, relax and watch your wealth grow 

manifold. We have made concentrated efforts 

towards safeguarding your interest and assuring 

that you are stress free, enjoying the little 

pleasures of life.



Leighton as part of the CIMIC group is 

one of the worlds leading international 

contractors who provide comprehensive 

expertise in all construction related 

matters and thus will ensure the 

successful completion of the project.

Construction by

We

we

to the project.



Disclaimer: Artistic rendered image not to scale, the images are only indicative


